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Abstract: Utilization of existing systems for power generation is increasing on day-to-day. Due to rapid urbanization and industrialization, it becomes necessary for generating large amount of power. Energy consumed from sources that are conventional in nature is not sufficient to meet a certain level demand and will get exhausted due to variation in Socio-Economic factors. Therefore utilization of renewable energy system is advisable. By taking this problem into consideration, this project deals with non-conventional source of energy and law of thermodynamics. The aim of this project is to develop a renewable energy source with the speed breaker system using engineering modeling. The traffic on roads is increasing at abrupt rate at day and night. The first task of project is power generation from rotation of speed breaker (i.e. roller connected to dynamo) having high rotation speed and sensors system. The second task is to store generated power which can be recycled as next medium of efficient use of estimating energy that would charge batteries. Calculating the expected outcomes and results, the generated power gives result that may be used for maximum 24 hours for a city or 2 days street light at night time at one and half hour continuous rotation of speed breaker. This maximum utilization of wasted energy form increasing vehicle pressure can be efficient source in future generation.
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Introduction

Electricity and Power is one of the current demands in today’s environment. The growth in the population from millions to billions makes the use of electricity as one of the prominent issue. Due to upsurge requirement of power in various fields like industrial, domestic, recreation, transport, etc., there becomes necessity to store and utilize the energy at stipulated time.

Increasing demand of power may not be satisfied by using coal, natural gas, diesel, petrol, etc. These conventional resources will be exhausted up to the next century. POSS [Power Saving System] along with the necessary circuitries are being developed in accordance to get the data.

The use of energy is increasing as the human requirements are increasing rapidly. Therefore, Renewable energy source is one of the most important way of consuming power in effective manner. Some researchers have implemented the model based on the concept of utilization of heavy traffic (Singh, et al., 2013; Mishra, Kale, & Kamble, 2013; Kaur, et al., 2013) and given a scope of experiment in the field of power generation and renewable energy source.
The utilization of various circuitories for the generation of power is required in current need. The effective generation of power is done by using dynamo/step up transformer & inverter and effective supply of power is done by using combination of microcontroller along with two circuits for streetlight.

(b) Efficient use of Energy

The concept of power engineering consists of three subsystems: the generation subsystem, the transmission subsystem, and the distribution subsystem. In the generation subsystem, the power plant produces electricity. The transmission subsystem transmits the electricity to the load centers. The distribution subsystem continues to transmit the power to the customers.

A) Power Generation

In first part, generation of a voltage from the busy traffic is implemented. Conversion of the mechanical energy into electrical energy is widely used concept. The principle used is that the potential energy of the vehicle moving on a speed breaker is transformed into rotational
energy. A mechanical rod connected to a dynamo is fitted at the surface of the road. The mechanism of this circuit is to generate power by converting the potential energy generated by a vehicle going up on a speed breaker into rotational energy. When any vehicle moves from this roller then due to friction, vehicle Rotate the rod or roller and roller then move the dynamo and produces an electromotive force (emf). This emf is then utilized as input for storage of the batteries.

Here, the storage batteries is the renewable batteries which get charged when the input voltage is applied to it. This power or applied energy is then utilized in any time.

B) Effective Utilization of Generated Power

The second part of the project is an efficient use of energy by using simple electronics. Generally, street light at the path is continuously in on condition whether vehicle is on the path or not. Therefore objective of this project is to introduce a concept to avoid a waste of light. Two sensors are placed between some distances. When vehicle pass through first sensor it sends the signal to the microcontroller that the vehicle is passing along that particular distance then light will glow for that particular time and when vehicle goes out from the second sensor then the second sensor sends a signal to a microcontroller that vehicle has been passed through that particular path then light gets off automatically. The battery

C) Effective Utilization of Generated Power in day-night time.

The third part of the project using light detecting resistance (LDR) and photovoltaic cell is also introduced in this paper. When LDR senses a light around it, all the road lights gets off and when LDR senses a dark around it then LDR sends a signal to microcontroller then all the road lights gets switch on. Thus, by using a LDR circuitry, we can avoid a wastage of light in a day time.

Results & Discussion

The power generated from the moving vehicles according to weightages applied is given below -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (Kg)</th>
<th>Voltage Generation (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-130</td>
<td>~120V [10(count) * 12V (batteries)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130-150</td>
<td>~135V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150-200</td>
<td>~150V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>~&gt;200V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculated voltage (P = V * I) generated by moving roller at the pick time, i.e. during 10:30-11:30 AM and 5:30-6:30 PM will be capable to keep 24 hr light for a city or 2 days street light at night time when efficient use of energy is taken into consideration.

Conclusion

The effective utilization of energy produced by moving speed breaker or roller is one of the main renewable energy source as the conversion of energy from one form to other form is utilize in generation of power. As the population is growing abruptly, utilization of vehicles increases in parallel ways. The released wasted energy from the heavy traffic is one of the prominent energy source in today’s situation and may be excellently utilized in the effective manner for the generation, transformation and distribution of energy. This model can be
implemented in any terrain area like flat, undulating, unplanned, planned area, etc. as the basic principle and the materials used for implantation is simple and easily available. The more models implemented for each speed breaker, the more power will be generated and utilized in many purpose.
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